NOTES: FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS, PLEASE CONTACT VP CUSTOMER SERVICE
DIMENSIONS MARKED ☐ ARE CONTROL DIMENSIONS

1. CLEAR POLYCARBONATE
2. CRITICAL DIMENSIONS ARE CIRCLES AND SUBJECT TO INSPECTION.
3. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
4. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES WITH THE NOMINAL DIMENSION IN MILLIMETERS BELOW.
6. Luer conforms to ISO594-2

VALVE SPECIFICATION
PRIMING VOLUME: 0.20 ML
BACK PRESSURE: > 30 PSI, REF. (21 BAR), (40 PSI NOMINAL).
FLUSH RATE: 360 ML/MIN (2100 0ML/H), > 1 PSI (0.07 BAR), < 30 INCHES HEAD HEIGHT.
SILICONE: All materials are gamma resistant, meet USP Class VI, are DEHP, and latex free.
PELVINE ATTACHMENTS: All materials are gamma resistant, meet USP Class VI, are DEHP, and latex free.

STEM SWABABLE BLUE SILICONE
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